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SOUTH COAST – LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA 
This area has some excellent routes.  Boulder Wall has superb short middle grade routes, Les 

Ecrilleurs has some quality hard lines and Arch Rock provides a climbing venue with an interesting 

backdrop. 

 

LES ECRILLEURS - - - - - - <<PAGE NUMBER>> 

BOULDER WALL - - - - - - <<PAGE NUMBER>> 

RAINBOW WALL - - - - - - <<PAGE NUMBER>> 

ARCH ROCK - - - - - - <<PAGE NUMBER>> 

TOWER BUTTRESS - - - - - <<PAGE NUMBER>> 
 

GETTING THERE 

From The Mallard Cinema, head along Rue Du Manoir towards Pleinmount, Rue Du Manoir will take 

two ninety degree bends and become Route De La Palloterie.  Shortly after the second ninety degree 

bend, take the first left off Route De La Palloterie, being Rue De La Prevote.  Follow Rue De La 

Prevote to its end and park in the gravel car park underneath the La Prevote Watch Tower. 

 

The final approaches and descents to each crag in the La Prevote Watch Tower Area are described 

at the beginning of the section for each crag. 
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LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – LES ECRILLEURS 
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Final Approach/Descent; The routes at Les Ecrilleurs are spread over two walls; Les Ecrilleurs 

(Small Cliff) and Les Ecrilleurs.  From the car park, walk west (left facing inland) along the cliff path 

passing the first set of stairs and a green bench until you reach a second set of stairs.  (1) Halfway 

down the second set of stairs, a stream cuts across the cliff path and heads down to a rocky cove 

below.  Scramble down alongside this stream to the rocky cove, then scramble east (left facing the 

sea) around the point to reach Les Ecrilleurs (Small Cliff).  Keep scrambling east at sea level to reach 

Les Ecrilleurs.  (2) Alternatively, from the top of the stairs, walk down through the scrub to the top of 

Les Ecrilleurs (Small Cliff) and abseil in.  (3) To abseil into Les Ecrilleurs, walk down through the 

scrub shortly before reaching the top of the second set of stairs.  You will reach the top of Les 

Ecrilleurs and be able to abseil in.  Note, the tide is up in the below picture. 
 

Tidal Access; Les Ecrilleurs does not flood, but at high tide it must be reached by abseil.  Routes 

on Les Ecrilleurs (Small Cliff) are tidal can usually be climbed from two or three hours after high tide 

dependant on sea state. 
 

 
 

Les Ecrilleurs (Small Cliff) 
 

Central Crack | HVS 5a | 45 feet | A in the Topos 

The obvious right to left crack beneath the sloping overhang and through the apex of the roof on the 

wall left of Nermal. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and B. Aplin, 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

* | Nermal | E1 5b | 70 feet | B in the Topos 

A recommended route.  Start on the slab left of the cave.  Climb up and right to a prominent prow at 

15 feet.  Move up and right to the overhang, traverse left beneath this, around a second roof to finish 

up a yellow groove. 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
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On the far side of the gully is a slab which trends over the cave; 
 

The Sleuth | S 4a | 70 feet | C in the Topos 

Follow the slab with an awkward move over the abyss where it peters out. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and L. Broad, 15
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Colonel Mustard | VS 4c | 55 feet | D in the Topos 

Start at the foot of the slab.  Follow it for 20 feet, then climb a short bulge to gain a lichenous groove. 

Follow this. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and L. Broad, 15
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Les Ecrilleurs 
 

The next four routes climb the main cliff; 
 

*** | Stratasfear | E3 | 160 feet | A in the Topo 

The first pitch of this route has been destroyed by rock fall.  A brilliant route, exposed, sustained and 

well protected. 

1. 60 feet, 5c.  From the left hand end of the ledge traverse left, up a corner (peg runner) to 

belay on the large ledge to the right. 

2. 75 feet, 5b.  Follow the steep diagonal break leftward to the arête.  Climb a slab to a belay 

ledge below a corner. 

3. 25 feet, 3c.  Climb the corner, moving left to finish. 

First Ascent; Alan Hill and Simon Roland (3 points of aid), 20
th
 October 1985.  First Free Ascent; Alan 

Hill and Rory Williams, 20
th

 October 1985. (1) (6) 
 

** | Hall of Worriers | E3 | 140 feet | B in the Topo 

The first pitch of this route has been destroyed by rock fall. 

1. 60 feet, 5b.  Start from the highest point of the ledge.  Move right beneath a bulge and make a 

committing layback to gain a small ledge.  Move up and left along a ramp to belay on the 

large ledge. 

2. 80 feet, 5c.  Follow a thin crack (peg runners), then move up and right onto flakes (peg 

runners).  Climb the black stained wall to a V notch.  Move right 6 feet then climb up beneath 

an overhang to finish up a groove. 

First Ascent; Alan Hill and Tim Hodkinson, 12
th
 October 1986. (1) (6) 

 

* | Hall of Worriers Direct | E5 6a | 24 metres | C in the Topo 

The original re-climbed (after rockfall) and finished direct; consistent like this and bold throughout.  

Start at the left-hand end of the half-height ledge.  Climb strenuously up a rightward-slanting flake 

(two peg runners) to flakes on the right.  Move up and make a long reach for flat holds which enable a 

worrying udge into a triangular scoop - very run-out.  Step right and reach an undercut flake in the 

black wall above with difficulty.  From good holds in a break (peg runner), finish up a short corner 

(Original route will be E4 5c). 

First Ascent; Martin Crocker and Haydar Koyupinar, 29
th
 May 2001. (5) 

 

Fingerburn | E5 6b | 21 metres | D in the Topo 

Fingery and intense climbing low down.  The small-wire protection is adequate (but only if you can 

hang around to get it in!).  Start from the centre of the half-height ledge.  Crank slightly rightwards up 

a rib until a very fierce move gains a small jug a long way above.  Continue straight up before 

swinging right onto a ramp.  Climb the ramp and slab (junction with Hall of Worriers), and finish up a 

hanging groove with care. 

First Ascent; Martin Crocker and Haydar Koyupinar, 29
th
 May 2001. (5) 
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LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – LES ECRILLEURS (SMALL CLIFF) - TOPOS 
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LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – BOULDER WALL 
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Final Approach/Descent; The routes at Boulder Wall are spread over five walls.  From east to 

west, these are; Boulder Wall (Venus Pool Cove), Boulder Wall (Stacks), Boulder Wall, Boulder Wall 

(Overlap Slab) and Boulder Wall (50 Yards East). 
 

Walk west (left facing inland) along the cliff path passing the first set of stairs until you reach a green 

bench.  (1) For Boulder Wall (Venus Pool Cove) and Boulder Wall (Stacks); approximately 100 metres 

after the green bench, a faint track heads off through the bracken to a rocky promontory.  From the 

rocky promontory scramble down to the top of an easy angled slab.  The easy angled slab can be 

down climbed via its obvious diagonal weakness.  At the bottom of the easy angled slab is Boulder 

Wall (Stacks).  A short scramble westwards (right facing the sea) at sea level will take you to Boulder 

Wall (Venus Pool Cove).  (2) Alternatively, from the top of the easy angled slab, walk across the scrub 

at the top of the cliff and abseil into the landward end of Boulder Wall (Venus Pool Cove).  (3) For 

Boulder Wall, head straight down the scrub and grass covered slope in front of the green bench until 

you reach the top of a ridge that runs down to sea level.  From the top of the ridge head westward 

(right facing the sea) to the platform with a large boulder on it.  This is the top of Boulder Wall.  From 

the platform either abseil into routes or down climb the east (left facing the sea) end of Boulder Wall.  

(4) Boulder Wall (Overlap Slab) and Boulder Wall (50 Yards East) are most easily accessed by 

following the aforementioned ridge down to sea level and then scrambling west (right facing the sea).  

Boulder Wall (50 Yards East) is reached immediately with Boulder Wall (Overlap Slab) being 20 

metres further.  Note, the tide is up in the below picture. 
 

Tidal Access; Boulder Wall and Boulder Wall (50 Yards East) can be climbed at high tide in calm 

conditions.  The other three walls can usually be climbed from two or three hours after high tide 

dependant on sea state. 
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Routes are described as they are come across from the bottom of the final approaches/descents. 
 

The first routes are on Boulder Wall (Stacks).  The first stack reached has a large boulder which has 

fallen away from its landward side; 
 

High Steppa | HS 4b | 40 feet | A in the Topos 

Start 15 feet right of the right hand of the detached boulder where there is a green jammed boulder.  

Gain a small ledge on the vague arête, then finish direct. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 30
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

Biarritz | HVS 5a | 45 feet | B in the Topos 

Climb the corner a few feet to the right, then follow a thin crack. 

First Ascent; B. Aplin, P. Torode and A. Hill, 30
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

Common Sense | S | 45 feet | C in the Topos 

Start 15 feet to the right at the end of the gully which separates the two stacks.  Climb the arête. 

First Ascent; D. Hurdley, O. Harrison and N. Wilson, 30
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

Nonsense | HVS 5a | 40 feet | D in the Topos 

From the foot of the arête traverse right for 6 feet, then climb the bulging corner. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and P. Torode, 30
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

Senseless | HVS 5a | 40 feet | E in the Topos 

The corner a few feet right of Nonsense. 

First Ascent; B. Aplin and D. Hurdley, 12
th
 November 1988. (2) 

 

The seaward side of the second stack gives; 
 

New Worlds | M | 40 feet | F in the Topos 

The overlap above the venus pool at the left hand end of the face. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 1
st
 May 1988. (2) 

 

The Underworld | S | 40 feet | G in the Topos 

The overlap just right of New Worlds. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, P. Torode and B. Aplin, 12
th
 November 1988. (2) 

 

Rogue’s Gallery | VS 4c | 40 feet | H in the Topos 

Climb the wall and overlap 5 feet right again. 

First Ascent; B. Aplin, P. Torode and A. Hill, 12
th
 November 1988. (2) 

 

The Godfather | HVS 5b | 40 feet | I in the Topos 

Start at the foot of the rightward trending crack at the right hand end of the face.  Climb directly 

through a triangular recess. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and P. Torode, 12
th
 November 1988. (2) 

 

Close Encounter | S | 40 feet | J in the Topos 

Follow the rightward trending crack and finish up a short slab. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 1
st
 May 1988. (2) 

 

Boulder Wall (Venus Pool Cove) 
 

Just west beyond the second stack is a gully.  Beyond this is a cove with a Venus Pool on a large 

ledge.  Above the left hand end of the Venus Pool is a V-shaped notch against the skyline with a 

vegetated open book feature and crack below; 
 

Softly, Softly | VS 4b | 55 feet | A in the Topos 

Climb the crack to the corner, then trend leftward along an obvious crack. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and O. Harrison, 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
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The Lost Cord | HVS 5a | 60 feet | B in the Topos 

Start 10 feet down and left of the crack.  Climb a small overhang to a short and steep corner, then 

gain the large ledge on the left.  Climb up behind this, then take a short groove to the ridge. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, N. Reade and D. Hurdley, 1
st
 May 1988. (2) 

 

To the left is a shortening wall leading to the sea.  Near its foot is a groove which leads to a very wide 

crack.  Right of the crack is a slab.  Belay below this; 
 

Fool’s Mate | S | 75 feet | C in the Topos 

Climb the thin right ward trending crack up the slab to a ledge.  Move 5 feet right along this, then 

climb direct to the top. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
 

Gambit | HVS 5a | 70 feet | D in the Topos 

Climb the crack as for Fool’s Mate and at its top trend up and slightly left to a small bulge.  Finish over 

this. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, D. Hurdley and N. Reade, 1
st
 May 1988. (2) 

 

Stalemate | HVS 5b | 65 feet | E in the Topos 

Climb the wide crack on the left by a variety of thrutching techniques. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and O. Harrison, 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
 

Javelin Arête | HS 4b | 65 feet | F in the Topos 

5 feet left of the foot of the wide crack is a narrow face with thin cracks.  Climb the cracks until the wall 

steepens, then move onto the left hand side of the arête. 

Finish direct.  First Ascent; A. Hill and O. Harrison, 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
 

The Broken Lance | S | 65 feet | G in the Topos 

Below Javelin Arête is an overhang.  Climb to this from the groove below, then step left into a groove 

with twin cracks.  Climb these. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, D. Hurdley and N. Reade, 1
st
 May 1988. (2) 

 

** | Skirmish | S | 75 feet | H in the Topos 

Climb direct up the slab and juggy wall just left of The Broken Lance. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 1
st
 May 1988. (2) 

 

War Machine | HVS 5a | 75 feet | I in the Topos 

Left of the slab of Skirmish is a rock pool.  Start from a ledge above the left hand end of the pool.  

Climb direct up the wall using elongated pockets to gain a ledge.  Follow the hairline crack which 

splits the short smooth wall above this. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
 

Cavalry Groove | D | 75 feet | J in the Topos 

From the left hand end of the pool follow a corner which leads to the ledge of War Machine.  Step left 

and up into a narrow corner leading to the top. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 1
st
 May 1988. (2) 

 

The Retreat | M | 70 feet | K in the Topos 

The groove 6 feet to the left and above a circular pool. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 1
st
 May 1988. (2) 

 

The Scoop | VD | 70 feet | L in the Topos 

Start a few feet up and to the left by a smaller circular pool.  Climb direct to a scooped out ledge and 

finish direct. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
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To the left are two large blocks in the gully; 
 

Headlines | VD | 65 feet | M in the Topos 

From the first block step onto the slab and move up to a ledge at 8 feet.  Move rightward along an 

overlap, then climb up just before reaching the scoop of The Scoop. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
 

* | Headlines; Direct Finish | VD | 65 feet | N in the Topos 

Climb through the overlap to a ledge then finish direct. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 2
nd

 May 1988 (6) 
 

** | Paladin | HS 4b | 65 feet | O in the Topos 

Start from the second block.  Climb the steep slab by a series of small rightward facing layaway 

edges. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and P. Torode, 23
rd

 August 1985. (2) 
 

Edgeway | S | 65 feet | P in the Topos 

Start just left of the block and climb up just right of the arête. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and O. Harrison, 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
 

Cossack Wall | VS 4b | 35 feet | Q in the Topos 

The small stack opposite has an obvious crack on its landward side.  Climb this and the unprotected 

red face direct. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and O. Harrison, 2
nd

 May 1988. (2) 
 

Boulder Wall 
 

Routes on Boulder Wall may necessitate an abseil and semi-hanging belay. 
 

Just for the Crack | E1 5b | 20 feet | A in the Topos 

To the right (facing the sea) of the large platform at the top of Boulder Wall is a short wall.  Climb the 

corner (hard to start) that is broken half way by a large horizontal crack directly through a small 

overhang to the top. 

First Ascent; Steve Le Feuvre, second Chris Smith, 26
th
 May 2009. (3) 

 

Squall | VS 5a | 70 feet | B in the Topos 

Traverse up and left beneath the bulge of Trustin and break through the notch at its end.  Move right 

onto the slab and go up this. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and B. Aplin, 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Kittiwake | HS 4b | 60 feet | C in the Topos 

Climb through the bulge as for Trustin, then move left for a few feet.  Continue up an left to the left 

hand of the two grooves. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Trustin | HS 4b | 55 feet | D in the Topos 

At the left hand end of the cliff is a bulge trending from right to left.  Climb this at its thinnest point by a 

step, then up the wall.  Moving left near the top reduces the grade. 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
 

Crispin | HVS 4c | 55 feet | E in the Topos 

Climb the wall at the right hand end of the bulge, then straight up to a small notch in the skyline. 

First Ascent; Steve Aplin and Alan Hill, 21
st
-28

th
 August 1985. (1) 

 

* | Canine Holiday | HVS 5a | 55 feet | F in the Topos 

Start 10 feet to the right.  Climb up to a small overhang at 30 feet (peg runner), then up and slightly 

right on flakes (or over the roof, harder). 

First Ascent; Steve Aplin and Alan Hill, 21
st
-28

th
 August 1985. (1) 
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Slowburn | HVS 5a | 45 feet | G in the Topos 

Start 15 feet to the right at the left hand end of the arched overhang.  Climb up to and follow a thin 

rightward trending crack. 

First Ascent; Steve Aplin and Alan Hill, 21
st
-28

th
 August 1985. (1) 

 

Spike | E1 5b | 45 feet | H in the Topos 

An eliminate line between Chalcedony and Slowburn.  Start at the right hand end of the arch.  Gain 

and follow a leftward facing layaway edge, then move up and slightly left along a crack for a few feet 

before finishing. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, D. Hurdley and P. Torode, 30
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

Chalcedony | VS 4b | 45 feet | I in the Topos 

Start at the highest point of the arch.  Surmount this and follow a thin crack rightwards through two 

small roofs. 

First Ascent; Steve Aplin and Alan Hill, 21
st
-28

th
 August 1985. (1) 

 

** | Quicksilver | VS 5a | 50 feet | J in the Topos 

6 feet to the right the arch is split by a rightward trending crack.  Follow and finish up the left hand 

side of the short wall. 

First Ascent; Steve Aplin and Alan Hill, 21
st
-28

th
 August 1985. (1) 

 

Wonderland | HVS 5a | 50 feet | K in the Topos 

Gain the obvious left facing flakes 10-15 feet right of Quicksilver and continue direct up the wall. 

First Ascent; A. Franklin and C. Harvey, 28
th
 December 1992. (6) 

 

Fool’s Gold | VS 5a | 50 feet | L in the Topos 

Start below the arête right of the arch.  Climb a crack to a sloping nose, keep left of the arête to finish 

just right of Quicksilver. 

First Ascent; Steve Aplin and Alan Hill, 21
st
-28

th
 August 1985. (1) 

 

The Islanders | HS 4b | 50 feet | M in the Topos 

To the right, up the arête.  Gain the scoop and move left onto the arête.  Climb to the sloping nose 

and keep right of the arête to finish just left of Taylor’s Redemption. 

First Ascent; C. Harvey and A. Franklin, 25
th
 April 1998.  Possibly previously climbed by A. Stockwell 

and R. Stockwell. (6) 
 

Taylor’s Redemption | D | 50 feet | N in the Topos 

10 feet to the right is a groove which trends slightly left. 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
 

Space Cadet | HS 4a | 50 feet | O in the Topos 

Climb the blunt arête between Taylor’s Redemption and Streetwalker, slightly on the right hand side. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Streetwalker | D | 55 feet | P in the Topos 

Start 12 feet to the right.  Climb the groove right of the blunt arête. 

First Ascent; Steve Aplin and Alan Hill, 21
st
-28

th
 August 1985. (1) 

 

A Triumph for Education | HVS 5a | 100 feet | Q in the Topos 

A right to left traverse of the cliff with a belay above the arch of Chalcedony. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and C. Healey, 3
rd

 June 1987. (2) 
 

Streetwise | S | 50 feet | R in the Topos 

The rib just right of Streetwalker. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 
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Freeway | D | 55 feet | S in the Topos 

The easy angled corner a few feet right of Streetwise with a small overhang at its top. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Freetime | HS 4b | 50 feet | T in the Topos 

Climb the kinked corner 8 feet right of Freeway with a hard move through a small bulge. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Brisket | VS 4c | 55 feet | U in the Topos 

The rib to the right, just left of the dark water stain.  Poorly protected.  The final move to the top of the 

descent groove is avoidable and opting out drops the grade to VS 4b. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and J. Martin, 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

The slab between Brisket and Ignominous has a couple of lines; 
 

Gear Frenzy | VD | 45 feet | V in the Topos 

The twin right to left trending cracks. 

First Ascent; Mark Page and Paul Gaudion, 21
st
 December 1996. (3) (4) 

 

Another | VD | 45 feet | W in the Topos 

The seeping corner to the right. 

First Ascent; Mark Page and Paul Gaudion, 21
st
 December 1996. (3) (4) 

 

Ignominous | D | 40 feet | X in the Topos 

At the front of Brisket is a small gully.  Jump this to the foot of a narrow face and climb this slightly 

leftward. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and J. Martin, 12
th
 November 1988. (2) 

 

Boulder Wall (Overlap Slab) 
 

40 feet right of the foot of the descent route to Boulder Wall is an overlapping slab; 
 

Slab Left-hand | VS 4c | 55 feet | A in the Topos 

Near its left hand side are some jugs over a bulge.  Use these to gain the slab and finish up its left 

hand end. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, L. Broad and O. Harrison, 15
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Directissima | HVS 4c | 50 feet | B in the Topos 

Start as for Slab Left-hand, then take a direct line to the top. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and L. Broad, 15
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Desolation Row | VS 4c | 55 feet | C in the Topos 

Start 8 feet to the right where there is a smooth groove.  Climb the groove to a good hold on the right, 

then finish direct. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and L. Broad, 15
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Calanda | VS 4c | 50 feet | D in the Topos 

Climb the steep base to the right on good holds, then climb direct to the top of the obvious diagonal 

crack.  Finish above this. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and O. Harrison, 14
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Widdershins | S 4a | 50 feet | E in the Topos 

Follow the crack up and left to where it closes.  Move slightly right and up to finish. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, L. Broad and O. Harrison, 14
th
 February 1988. (2) 
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15 feet seaward of the slab is small face with a wide crack running up its left hand side; 
 

Slip Slidin’ Away | VS 4b | 25 feet | F in the Topos 

Start two thirds of the way down the wide crack below an obvious overlap.  Climb this and finish up 

the slab. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, D. Hurdley and P. Torode, 30
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

High Noon | S | 30 feet | G in the Topos 

Start down and to the right.  Step across the gully at the foot of the crack to a ledge.  Climb up and 

leftward to follow a thin crack.  Moving rightward lowers the grade. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 30
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

Boulder Wall (50 Yards East) 
 

50 yards further east is a cliff which is slabby on its left hand side where it is bounded by a grey wall 

where it cuts down into the sea.  To the right of the slabby section is an overhang at two thirds height; 

this develops into a large maroon bulge. 
 

Pronto | HVS 5a | 25 feet | A in the Topos 

Start near the top of the sill towards the left hand end of the steep slab.  Climb over the small 

overhang beneath the slab, then finish direct.  Easier with long reach. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Shenanigan | HVS 5a | 30 feet | B in the Topos 

5 feet to the right is a short leftward trending crack at head height.  Gain a couple of good holds above 

this, then finish direct.  Poorly protected. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Valentino | HVS 5a | 55 feet | C in the Topos 

About 15 feet to the right is an obvious layaway flake.  Climb this, then go over a short blanker section 

to gain an obvious scarred corner.  The obvious scarred corner has fallen down to be replaced with a 

new scarred corner. 

Finish up this.  First Ascent; A. Hill and L. Broad, 14
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Brinkmanship | VS 4c | 65 feet | D in the Topos 

Down and to the right is a corner which splits into two.  Climb the corner, then trend up and left 

beneath the overhang to finish as for Valentino. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Domino Wall | HVS 4c | 90 feet | E in the Topos 

Climb the corner of Brinkmanship, then take the right fork.  Finish through the break in the maroon 

bulge. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Pianissimo | VS 4c | 60 feet | F in the Topos 

Follow the easy angled groove leftward beneath the large bulge, then break through this at an 

obvious crack which is difficult to gain. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, L. Broad and O. Harrison, 14
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Zoanthropist Groove | HVS 4c | 50 feet | G in the Topos 

Start on the far side of the cliff just right of the large maroon bulge.  Climb the broken looking 

rightward facing corner. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

Sigma | HS 4b | 40 feet | H in the Topos 

10 feet to the right is a thin crack leading up the slab through a bulge. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 
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Omicron | HVS 5a | 35 feet | I in the Topos 

Climb up 6 feet to the right and finish up the edge of the rightward facing overlap. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 12
th
 February 1988. (2) 

 

LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – BOULDER WALL (STACKS) – TOPOS 
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LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – BOULDER WALL (VENUS POOL COVE) – TOPOS 
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LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – BOULDER WALL – TOPOS 
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LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – BOULDER WALL (OVERLAP SLAB) – TOPOS 
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LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – RAINBOW WALL 
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Final Approach/Descent; From the car park, walk west (left facing inland) along the cliff path.  As 

the cliff path heads down into the first valley, a vague track heads off on the left towards the stream in 

the bottom of the valley.  Take this track and skirt around the top of the cliff above the stream to reach 

a rocky outcrop above Rainbow Wall.  Abseil from the rocky outcrop into the bay below.  Rainbow wall 

is a short scramble eastward (left facing the sea).  Alternatively, dependant on the tide, it is possible 

to scramble across to Rainbow Wall from Boulder Wall (50 Yards East).  Note, the tide is up in the 

below picture. 
 

Tidal Access; Rainbow Wall does not flood, but at high tide it must be reached by abseil as the 

scramble in from Boulder Wall (50 Yards East) will be impassable. 
 

 
 

About 30 yards east (left facing the sea) of the abseil point, just beyond a narrow rift in dark rock, is a 

more solid buttress; Rainbow Wall.  Near the top of Rainbow Wall is a grey intrusive layer.  The routes 

have been climbed to the cliff top, where there is a distinct lack of belays.  It is probably better to 

belay below the loose upper tier, traverse left and scramble down. 
 

At the left hand end of the cliff is a short corner capped by an overhanging block.  To the right is a 

short slab. 
 

Balance of Power | HVS 5b | 70 feet | A in the Topo 

At the right hand end of the slab, above an undercut, is a leftward trending crack.  Layback this to a 

precarious stance on the slab.  Move up and right, then climb an easy slab.  Traverse off. 

First Ascent; Richard Geering and Matthew Litten, 12
th
 October 1986. (1) 
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Queues for Cures | E1 5b | B in the Topo 

Start a few feet right of Balance of Power.  Traverse right with difficulty along the wide horizontal 

crack to join Join the Cue, then finish as for that route. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and P. Torode, 18
th
 December 1988. (6) 

 

Join the Cue | S | 80 feet | C in the Topo 

30 feet to the right is a steep section of grey rock.  Climb the arête at the right hand end of the grey 

rock, to the left of the two overhangs.  Climb this, trend up and left to the top. 

First Ascent; Richard Geering and Matthew Litten, 12
th
 October 1986. (1) 

 

Hide And Shriek | VS 4c | 80 feet | D in the Topo 

Start as for Join The Cue, and climb up to the right hand overhang.  Move left underneath this (crux), 

then up a crack. 

First Ascent; Richard Geering and Matthew Litten, 12
th
 October 1986. (1) 

 

Monkey Puzzle | HVS 5b | 70 feet | E in the Topo 

A difficult roof problem.  Climb the corner a few feet to the right, then up a narrow slab to the roof.  

Climb this via a thin crack which cuts through its right hand end. 

First Ascent; Richard Geering and Matthew Litten, 12
th
 October 1986. (1) 

 

The Dunce | VD | 70 feet | F in the Topo 

To the right is a gully with a large chockstone.  Climb the arête on the right and the overhanging 

corner with care. 

First Ascent; Richard Geering and Matthew Litten, 12
th
 October 1986. (1) 

 

Pumpkin Pie | VS 4c | G in the Topo 

To the right of The Dunce is a narrow chimney.  Climb the crack to the “bend” in the chimney, then up 

the chimney to the top. 

First Ascent; P. Torode and B. Aplin, unknown date. (6) 
 

LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – RAINBOW WALL – TOPO 
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Final Approach/Descent; The routes at Arch Rock are spread over two walls; Arch Rock – Mosaic 

Wall and Arch Rock – The Slab.  From the car park, head up behind the tower and old quarry.  (1) 

From the fence at the back of the old quarry, cut down across the scrub to an easy scramble which 

leads down to the east side of Tower Buttress.  Scramble west (right facing the sea), past Tower 

Buttress to reach Arch Rock.  Arch Rock – Mosaic Wall is reached first with Arch Rock – The Slab 

being on the southerly side of the big gully just past the arch that gives Arch Rock its name.  (2) 

Alternatively, from the top of the easy scramble, abseil into Arch Rock.  It would be prudent to take 

some metal stakes with you if opting for this approach and descent as it is not always possible to find 

older metal stakes in the scrub.  Note, the tide is up in the below picture. 
 

Tidal Access; Dependant on sea state, Arch Rock – Mosaic Wall is accessible two to three hours 

after high tide.  Routes on Arch Rock – The Slab will remain dry on high neap tides in calm conditions. 
 

 
 

Arch Rock – Mosaic Wall 
 

The first climbs reached are on the short west facing cliff; Arch Rock – Mosaic Wall.  The routes are 

described from right to left. 
 

Mosaic | HS 4b | 60 feet | A in the Topos 

Start from the right hand end of the slab at the cliff foot, above a gully which leads into the arch.  Step 

right across polished rock to gain a ramp.  Follow this, then go up a short crack to a ledge.  Move up 

and right for a few feet and finish up a short leaning wall. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, S. Hubert and D. Hurdley, 24
th
 April 1988. (2) 
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Domino | HS 4b | 55 feet | B in the Topos 

In the centre of the cliff is a corner; start 6 feet right of this.  Follow a ledge and crack rightward to the 

top. 

First Ascent; P. Torode and T. Hodkinson, 13
th
 November 1988. (2) 

 

Unknown Name | HVS 5a | C in the Topos 

The thin cracks up the wall right of the corner. 

First Ascent; P. Torode, unknown date. (6) 
 

The Jester | VS 4c | 50 feet | D in the Topos 

Climb the corner. 

First Ascent; P. Torode and T. Hodkinson, 13
th
 November 1988. (2) 

 

Arch Rock – The Slab 
 

From the seaward end of the slab traverse down and left to a rounded prow which protrudes just 

above the high water mark on neap tides.  This makes a useful belay seat and the three routes start 

from this. 
 

Incursion | HVS | 125 feet | E in the Topos 

1. 70 feet, 5b.  From the belay move up and left following a layback edge for 7 feet, then climb 

over the bulge (crux) to an overhang.  Move left under this to gain the main slab.  Climb 

directly up this to the arête and a belay ledge. 

2. 55 feet, 4b.  Follow the overlap up and rightward. 

First Ascent; A. Hill and D. Hurdley, 24
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

Insomnia | HVS 5b | 70 feet | F in the Topos 

From the prow, move right for 3 feet, then follow a crack up and left through a bulge to the ridge.  

Finish as for Incursion or down climb the ridge. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, N. Reade and D. Hurdley, 24
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

Insurrection | VS 4c | 50 feet | G in the Topos 

From the foot of the crack of Insomnia take a direct line up the slab and over a series of bulges to the 

ridge. 

First Ascent; A. Hill, D. Hurdley and N. Reade, 24
th
 April 1988. (2) 
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LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – ARCH ROCK – MOSAIC WALL – TOPO 
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Final Approach/Descent; From the car park, head up behind the tower and old quarry.  From the 

fence at the back of the old quarry, cut down across the scrub to an easy scramble which leads down 

to the east side of Tower Buttress.  Scramble west (right facing the sea) to reach Tower Buttress.  

Alternatively, from the top of the easy scramble abseil into Tower Buttress.  It would be prudent to 

take some metal stakes with you if opting for this approach and descent as it is not always possible to 

find older metal stakes in the scrub.  Note, the tide is up in the below picture. 
 

Tidal Access; Tower Buttress can be climbed two hours after high tide. 
 

 
 

Descriptions are from right to left.  The first obvious feature is a corner capped by a bulge. 
 

Tickle Your Wriggler | ?? ?? | A in the Topos 

Through the bulge 15 feet right of Bronco, then direct up the slab. 

First Ascent; C. Harvey (Solo), 2
nd

 February 1997. (6) 
 

Bronco | S | 45 feet | B in the Topos 

Climb the slab right of the corner to a skyline notch. 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
 

Garfield | E2 5c | 55 feet | C in the Topos 

The grooved arête just left of the corner.  Moving left to climb the bulge reduces the grade to E1 5b. 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
 

Ratbag | S | 55 feet | D in the Topos 

Climb the bulging wall just to the left. 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
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Lacey a.k.a. Inferno | HS 4b | 60 feet | E in the Topos 

20 feet to the left is a groove and overhang (the overhang and groove right of Shoestring).  Climb 

direct. 

First Ascent; Trevor Pinchemain, 25
th
 August 1985. (1) (2) 

 

Shoestring | S | 65 feet | F in the Topos 

Follow Lacey for a few feet, then move along a ledge.  Finish up the slab using a thin leftward facing 

flake. 

First Ascent; Trevor Pinchemain, 25
th
 August 1985. (1) 

 

Odie | HVS 5a | 65 feet | G in the Topos 

Start down and left below a cracked bulge.  Climb this, then direct up a thin slab. 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
 

Twinkle | D | 70 feet | H in the Topos 

Climb the corner 10 feet to the left, then rightward across the previous two routes (Shoestring and 

Odie). 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
 

* | Felony | S | 70 feet | I in the Topos 

Climb the short chimney to an overhang, move right and follow a groove. 

First Ascent; Unknown. (1) 
 

Forty Days and Forty Nights | HVS 5a | 90 feet | J in the Topos 

Start at the cave.  Move up and right to gain and follow the corner. 

First Ascent; Mike Rhodes and Mark Elliott, 22
nd

 October 1985. (1) 
 

Reve de Fer | S | 45 feet | K in the Topos 

Start by the iron peg runner on the descent line.  Climb a short steep corner to gain an easier slab.  

Finish up this. 

First Ascent; A. Hill (Solo), 24
th
 April 1988. (2) 

 

LA PREVOTE WATCH TOWER AREA – TOWER BUTTRESS – TOPOS 
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